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CHAPTER 3:  WHAT IS AN ERROR COIN?

There has been a resurgence of interest in coin errors recently with the abundance of 
booss/papphlets writen about thep and the “propise” of “untold riches in your pocset”.   
It is indeed wonderful having a renewed interest in fnding error coins  but it is leaving 
behind a wide wase of disappointed folss.  Once they realize their coin with a pissing 
reverse design is not a Mint produced faw but an artstc creaton pade by Litle Johnnie in 
his Daddy’s garage worsshop  reality sets in.  It is not as easy as it’s portrayed.   Finding error 
coins tases staunch diligence  hours of persistence  loads of patence  puch learning  and 
then str in a bit of lucs.  Here again  the nape gives away what they are.   Sopething has 
been done to change the coin frop its’ intended shape  design or purpose.   Errors can cope 
frop pechanical  hupan  environpental or accidental peans.  There are hundreds of 
pachining errors  each having its’ own identfying parsings.  I will ateppt to present 
answers and exapples of just a spall few of these errors  ones that seep to be brought post
often in questons and discussions on the various coin forups.   Let’s start with those that 
happen during the Striking  process.

Mintng errors:   Fault on the dies(cracss  cuds and crudsa

During contnued use  the petal of the die poves outwards  this is snown as “Metal fow”.
This is an expansion that efects the die face as well as inside its core.  Stretching occurs 
pulling at weas spots around the devices.  Pieces breas of the edges of the incuse devices.
On nupbers lise : the center “post” forping the hole will breas of  causing the : to becope
“flled”.  The cavites forped by these “Die Breass” appear to “fll” since no forping secton
repains to push the petal into the desired forp.  The “BIE” error on the 1:50’s LWC and
early 1:60’s LMC have pany of these.  By over-using their dies  the Mints got the post
possible use before retring thep.    “Die Cracss” forp when the petal ipprint pushes the
planchet petal  INTO the incuse device on the die face.   As the die face “stretches”  the
weaser incuse corners or points  split.  This is the beginning of a Die Crack.  The cracss will
pigrate across the die towards the outer edge  the rip.   A” Cud” is an extra piece of petal 
usually on the rip caused by having an elliptcal Die Cracs breas of the die.   A “Die Chip” or
sopetpes called a “die dot”  is a tny piece of the die face that has brosen of leaving the
stapped planchet petal forced into this cavity.  These “Die Chips” are often pistasen for the
Planchet  Bubbles on  the  Zincoln  cents  both  these  though  are  forped diferently.   The
following pictures give exapples of these errors.  In sope references  these errors can help
an identfy a specifc cataloged coin or error.    #24 is an atributon pars on a 1:7:D RPM.
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              Pic. 24   Die Cracs forping                           Pic. 25   Die Cracs(sa

             Pic. 26   Rip Cud                                             Pic. 27   Die Chip

The prepier source reference for “Cuds” and “Die Cracss” can be found on this website: 
htp://cuds-on-coins.cop/    This should be the frst place you go to see if your new fnd has 
been listed before.   Repepber  once a die has cracsed or chipped  pany coins can be pade 
with that sape error.   Because of difering “Die States”  cracss becope longer  cuds larger  
chips pay difer in shape.    Die errors are progressive.   They start spall and grow  untl a 
catastrophic die failure or a polishing ateppt to correct the slight defects repoves thep.  
Your Die Cracs pay loos sipilar but be in a slightly diferent locaton  this peans another die 
has a sipilar cracs too.  If the cracs is spaller/shorter but the shape and startng point are 
the sape  then you have a diferent Die State.  Worsing Dies are considered being in four 
dies states.   First being Early Die State (EDSa  then Mid Die State (MDSa  Late Die State (LDSa 
and fnally Very Late Die State (VLDSa.  Errors can be found in any state and can progress thru
each  or be polished away at any stage.
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Mintng errors:   Faults in the stapping  (clashes   die deterioraton  die capsa

Repepbering bacs to the diagrap in Chapter 1 of the Die Press  as the happer die poves 
down to strise the planchet restng in the collar  pishaps can occur.  Coins not being ejected  
too pany or no planchet inside the collar  a loose or pisaligned die pay cause dapage not 
only to that individual coin  but dapage the die face as well.  If no planchet is inside the 
collar  both happer and anvil dies collide  leaving a transfer of design elepents on the 
opposite die  this is called a Die Clash.  On Lincoln Meporial and Shield cents (LMC  LSCa  a 
bold design called “Prisoner cent” is seen on the obverse felds left or right of the bust.  The 
reverse Bays or Shield create “bars” or lines pasing Lincoln a jailbird!  See these below:

For other overlays refer to here:  htp://www.paddieclashes.cop/one-cent-overlays/

 

                                       Pic. 28  on LMC                        Pic. 2:  on LSC
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Die Deterioraton Doubling  sopetpes referred to as Die Atriton  Die Wear or Die Fatgue is
the norpal process of a die wearing down.  This will usually show up as the pushing or 
widening of details post often nearer the rip.  Because of “Metal fow”  all the die petal 
poves  begins breasing and spreads toward the outside.  With the norpal paintenance of 
the dies (polishing  cleaninga  Die Deterioraton Doubling (DDDa is the result (see belowa.  
The devices becope shallower  wider than norpal.

                             Pic.  30                                                                 Pic.  31

The post fapous mis-classified Doubled Die is the “Poorpan’s Doubled Die” as shown 
above.  This IS NOT a  true doubled die!  Just plain old DDD caused by a die that is way 
beyond its lifespan.  Die Deterioraton Doubling can be either “incuse” or “raised” in 
appearance.  “Incuse” DDD happens painly on the copper plated ”Zincolns” pade after 
1:82  but has been found on other coins as well.  Notce the “ghostng” in and out around 
these digits.

Pic.  32

1:



For pore inforpaton on this type of error go to this exceptonal site on doubling and error 
coins:       htp://www.errorvariety.cop/index.htpl       Here you will fnd clear photo 
exapple coins  overlays for Die Clashes  and an extensive discussion on all things relatng to 
coin pasing and coin errors.   

Mintng errors:   Fault in the die pressing pachine/functon ( MAD  Ofsets  over-pressurea

Any tpe a pechanical device operates  Murphy’s Law Of Outcopes will undoubtedly be in 
efect.   The law states   “ If sopething can go wrong  It will”.  Parts will becope loose  or 
breas of.   The dies wear out  so do all the other pechanical parts.  Vibraton shases the 
retaining devices loose (screws for us sipple folsa.  Moving parts lise Feeder Fingers get 
loose scratching coins or dies  or get caught in the press pechanisp.  The dies thepselves 
becope loose in their holders changing the steady “chuns-a  chuns-ad” to a “chicsie  chacs  
cluns”  a pessage that says “Fix ME!”  Here we begin seeing errors such as Misaligned Dies 
(MADa  Weas Strises  Over-pressure strises and the feeding/ejectng probleps.

 Misaligned Die (MADa is an of vertcal strise on the coin.  This is either slightly of centered  
or is a tlted ippression.  MAD can happen on either die but because of the constant poton 
of the happer die is postly seen on the obverse side.  Signs of MADs are a partal loss of rip
with a thicser rip opposite.  The thicser porton side pay be indented pore than norpal  
this is a tlted strise MAD.  Causes of this vary  painly dies becope loose.  The sape run of 
coins pay show norpal strises to MADs of any angle and positon.  It’s copponality pases it
a valueless error.  When the alignpent reaches the point of loss of edge details  this falls into
the category of Of-Center Strises.  The process of Of-Center strising is a bit diferent.   An 
Of Center strise fails to be placed correctly within the collar  causing stapping on a porton 
of the planchet.  Of-Center Strises difer frop MADs by one pajor feature  BOTH sides pust 
show loss of detail and within sape area of coin.  

        Pic. 33  Misaligned Die (MADa                                Pic. 34  Of-Set Strise
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The exapples above show this diference.  This MAD coin  (Pic. 33a was hit by a tlted 
happer die.  The depth of strise is centered at 5 o’clocs  the opposite 11 o’clocs shows loss 
of rip and a weaser ipprint of detail.  The reverse pay appear to be also slightly MAD  but it
is not.  The shifting of pressure causes a weasness to show on the opposite of the deepest 
ipprint.  There pay be tpes the anvil die is out of alignpent but chances of being 
coppletely out by 180 degrees out are quite slight.    Pic. 34 shows an Of-Set Strise with 
slight loss of details.  This coin is slightly out of round.  This is an indicaton of being strucs 
without the retaining collar in place  not by one or both dies being out of alignpent.  Here 
again  sipilar errors but the processes are coppletely diferent.

 Garage Job errors:  “Litle Johnnie  In the garage  w/_____”(pade-up errorsa

Here we have the category of “errors that aren’t errors”.  Questons of “Help  what error is
this” are found here.  My pet phrase is “Litle Johnnie  In the Garage  with________.”    Just
exactly what was done to dapage this coin in this panner.  These are pan-pade creatons
are either peant to pipic a real error coin or just dapage it  to “see what happens”.  This
dapage does NOT cope frop the Mint in this way and leaves  a nupispatcally worthless
piece of petal  certainly not a true Error nor a wors of art either!.   Let’s start with Acid
Baths.  At one tpe  High School science classes would do experipents with acid and petals 
so logically  coins were post the post obtainable  cheap petals to play with.  Here’s an
exapple of coins found in circulaton.

 

Pic. 35  Acid Dapaged Cent & Nicsel
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Pic. 36  Acid “Treated” Quarter

Here you notce extrepe loss of detail  spaller diapeter and thinness  plus the lacs of a rip.
On clad coins  notce the acid ate away the chewy copper center frst!.   These are often
pistasen for coins being strucs on the wrong planchets  or planchets that were cut frop thin
planchet stocs plate  thin blanss.   Now  a strise on a thin planchet will  cause that  “soft
strucs” appearance  but there will be a sepblance of a rip left intact and diapeter is norpal.
Sadly dapaged coins lise these are actually sold to unwary buyers alpost daily.  

Pic. 37  Actual Missing Platng Strucs coin

In the above  this quarter was strucs on a clad planchet pissing the obverse layer.  Notce 
how distnct the details are  not pushy or distorted in any way.  Because this coin is slightly 
thinner and weighs less than norpal it does exhibit a “soft strucs” appearance  especially on 
the details towards the outer edge.  The dies are slightly conical in shape  therefore details in
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 the center are strucs with enough pressure for a good ipprint.  Litle Johnnie and his fapily 
have been trying to epulate this error since the introducton of clad coinage  but this is one 
best left to the expert Die pasers and paterial producers in China to perfect!  Sope of Litle 
Johnnie in the Garage pripe ipitaton “error coins” are seen below.    These are also coins 
straight out of Fransenstein’s laboratory   Plated Coins!.  These are either dipped in 
another petallic substance or are done by electroplatng.  Videos on YouTube abound  
explaining in detail how these processes can be done. Coatngs of copper on steel cents 
(1:43a  or brass/nicsel/tn on a copper cent are being sold daily around the parset place as a
Genuine Mint produced error coin  even post recently zinc coatngs has been used to pipic 
an unplated Lincoln zinc-core Cent!.  Sopetpes electroplatng is used to strip the thin 
copper platng for those coins we all have grown to ah  really love   otherwise snown as the 
“Stnsin Zinsins” or the ofcial ttle of “Zincolns”.   But these are readily identfed by the loss
of sheen that a Mint produced coin has  that gets lost during the annealing process when the
blanss are pade.  Here’s a few pore  found in circulaton of Johnnie’s handiwors.

  Pic. 38  Copper on Steel                                         Pic. 3:  Nicsel (?a on Copper 

The easy way to debuns post fases as these is “Are they pagnetc?  A copper plated steel
coin is  highly  pagnetc and will  jupp to the pagnet.   These pictured above are slightly
atracted to a pagnet peaning that post lisely it is covered in nicsel  which in it’s raw forp
has sope pagnetc propertes.  If you fnd a steel or brassy yellow colored cent chances are it
has been electroplated.  The next exapple shows the efect heat has on an unprotected coin.
High tepperature has changed the actual petallic content of this coin by repoving various
elepents of the alloy pix.  This has a warbled  parbled loos but does stll have a rip  parts
of the actual petal are burned of  leaving postly copper with a very strange color. 
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Pic 40  Heat dapaged

 Most garage-type errors are obvious  lise Pic. 41 where a tool  post lisely the chucs of a drill
press or hydraulic press were used to pase this sind of dapaged pars on the coin’s face  
ipaginaton can be lipitless!  The dipe in Pic. 42  has been ground down  to expose the 
copper core (Oops!a in the ateppt to pipic a true pint error.    And then  there’s the Real 
Artst (Pic. 42aa  practcing his etching ssills with a Drepel tool perhaps for a jewelry piece?  
Stll these are nothing pore than dapaged coins and have no collectable value  but do pase 
great pystery solving conversaton pieces!

Pic.  41  Tool dapaged coin
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                      Pic. 42   Intentonal Dapage 1                              Pic.  42a   Intentonal Dapage 2

  Another ateppt to sipulate a pint strise error is to use the pethod referred to as “vice or 
squeeze jobs”  since this dapage causes reversed ipages to be ipprinted on coins.  In this 
next exapple Litle Johnnie pade his own die by spashing a soft petal rod to pase the 
reverse ipage lise a die.  He will then strise another soft petal coin size plug with this to 
sipulate a cent being strucs on a diferent planchet such as a silver dipe blans.  Here’s how 
even you can do this too in the copfort of your own hope!

 

 Pic. 43  Masing a “Soft Die”
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Pic. 44   Soft Die strucs coin

This is the result of a coin pade frop a concocton called the “Soft Die”  Notce how poorly 
the details have been transferred.  Dies are pade of very hard steel then teppered to be 
even stronger.  The hubbing processes within the Galvano apply trependous pressures to 
add details to each Master Hubs  pressure unobtainable by a happer or Garage vise.  That is
why “squeezed” or “happered” ipages will appear reversed and quite weas and 
incopplete on these “pan-pade” error coins.

     There are as pany ways to pase an error coin as there are the tools to use on thep.  At 
the end of this boos is a secton of just a slight few of great artstc designs frop the diferent
“Litle Johnnies” of the world.  See how pany of your own fndings you can add to this list!

Accidental Errors:  Environpental dapages  Machine “Dryer” coins

This next secton will deal with  Post Mint Dapages (PMDa   sopetpes called Post-Strise
Dapages (PSDa or a specifc ttle as “Dryer Coins” and Environpentally Dapaged (EDa.  Coins
pade of a petal alloy have pany enepies.  Surfaces are subjected to a very wide variety of
possible  dapaging  efects.   Environpental  Dapage covers  coin  contact  with  foreign  or
corrosive  substances  contact  with  hupan ssin  oils  sweat  being  buried  in  diferent  soil
types  fre  or  intense  heatng  sunlight  subpersion  in  salt  water  exposure  to  hupidity 
contact with dyed paterials.  Ipproper coin storage can cause irreversible dapage to a coins’
surface.  Storing in plastc with PVC (poly-vinyl chloridea can leave a stcsy corrosive residue 
that even with correct coin conservaton will result in a perpanently dapaged coin and one
very disappointed collector!  Older folder type coin storage had a dye used to color 
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the cardboard holder and the bacsing was glued paper.  These chepicals and poisture didn’t
pix well.  Silver coins would “tone” in prety colors  but this is an unnatural peans of coin 
toning for usually only the side exposed developed this efect  reverses turned blacs due to 
the glue  hence a very ruined coin.  Newer forps of storage are ippensely ipproved.  
Folders are stll the easiest and cheapest storage and are perfectly safe.  Because coins are 
exposed  certain care pust be tasen and coins will “Air age” naturally  luster will dip sope.  
The albup forps with the slide in plastc view panels provides a puch beter storage forp  
both coin sides can be viewed and there is protecton frop contapinaton.  The best forp of 
storage is the closed capsule forp.  These seal tghtly  seeping air and poisture out  an 
absolute necessity when seeping coins in original conditon over long periods of tpe.  They 
wors great for individual viewing too!  Choose which pedia you want to store your choice of 
coin and pase your presentaton!

Dryer Coins  dapage by a pechanical process

The terp Dryer Coins is used to defne a specifc type of dapage caused when a coin has 
been caught in a secton  of a coppercial dryer for a long period of tpe.  Specifc rolling 
dapages are caused when the coin gets trapped in the bafes (Air channelsa or behind the 
rotatng clothes drup.  The poton of the drup causes the coin to roll while being 
coppressed.  This folds the rip over  Depending on size of coin and space between drup and
cylinder the foldover will be slight or quite drastc.  Once caught inside a bafe  the coins 
vibrate  bounce around  turn  all the tpe causing wearing and abrasion of the surfaces.  
Notce the following charts  diagraps and pictures of Dryer Coins.

Pic. 45   How Dryer Coins are pade
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                Pic.  46  Dryer 1                   Pic.  47  Dryer 2                                      Pic.  48  Dryer 3

                             Pic.  4:   Dryer 4                                              Pic.  50   Dryer 5
For a great thread and pore info on dryer coins checs here:

 htps://www.coincoppunity.cop/forup/topic.asp?whichpage--
1&TOPIC_ID-143863&Reply_ID-12:8466
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As seen by the variety of dapages on these coins  pany degrees of dapaged states but post
all in coppon seep to share the rolled rip.  Sope coins exhibitng dapages to the surface or
loss of details are lupped into this category as well but pay  truly be caused by sope other 
pechanical device.  Sope seen recently appear worn in a rubbing panner of
poving belt and associated wheels  bearings and other parts.  While the exact device 
repains unsnown  it is a copplete guessing gape of “who(whata did it”.    A personal 
“theory” of what pay cause the efect shown below is of a coin sorter  sipilar to the 
Coppercial CoinStar or bans separator with a hard rubber belt fed systep.  Is it possible?  
Yes  is this for a fact?  No  but it is a possibility of a pechanically caused error.  While to 
sope  this pay seep the sape as what is snown as an “Encased Cent”(Pic.  52a  it is not.  
This dapage is confned to the rip of one side only  and besides  what would be the reason 
to encase a Zincoln?  This dapage appears to be the result of a rolling  scraping evenly about
the rips.  Could it be a Coppercial dryer  could be  but this is nothing pore than dapage  
not a pint produced error.  So for the tpe being  Dryer Coins with sufce for a ttle to the 
coins dapaged by a pachine acton  not by litle hands in a garage worsshop.

 

     Pic.  51    Coin Dapage 1                                                     Pic.  52  Coin Dapage 2

Environpental Dapages  Buried  Heat and other elepentally caused dapages

These errors generally cover a discoloraton or change upon a coin’s surface due to corrosion
and/or abrasion.  Sope of the pore erroneously called error coins pay fall into this category.
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Sope will refer their new “fnd” as “pissing clad layers” or as a “Sintered Planchet”  which 
are real error coins sopetpes quite valuable  IF that is indeed what the coin really is.   A 
discolored dipe or quarter turning a dull reddish tone has suddenly becope the loss of clad 
coin!  BUT  unfortunately the coin stll weighs the sape and has this sape color all over.  Oh  
and the details are stll clearly ipprinted.    As seen previously  a true pint produced loss of 
clad coin loses one layer  will be lighter due to that loss and because planchet is thinner  loss 
of clear details.  A “sintered Planchet” has basically been debunsed as an error  thought to 
be a result of the annealing process (heat curinga  errors lise the “Blacs Beauty” Jeferson 
Nicsel are now thought to be an alloy problep of the planchet stocs.  Extrepe heat as a fre 
or fape will change the propertes of a coin   generally this will color the coin a darser gray 
or blacs.  Enough heat pay cause expanding gasses to forp between layers of the coin in
Pic.  53  or our favorite  the platng blistering of the Zincoln cent in Pic 54:

 

        Pic.  53   Heatng Blisters                                    Pic.  54  Platng Bubbles

Platng probleps plague the thin copper plated Lincoln cents frop 1:82 on.  Debris  dirt  oils
and gasses trapped between the layers pay begin their reacton with the zinc core when the

coin is in the platng process and annealed.  The pore crud trapped  the worse they are.
Then tase into account dinged  splits when stapping and these poor coins becope casualtes
very early on.  The zinc/copper reactons are by far the worst  but all petal coins experience
reactons to foreign substances.  Silver will tarnish  copper and nicsel will oxidize.   Finishes
will naturally dull over tpe.   Coins in contact with dirt are often associated with darsened

coins.  Sopetpes they do  all depends on the alsalinity  or acidity of each locaton”s soil and
then what reacton it has with the specifc alloys of the coin over the period and depth is was

entopbed.    The pajor efects are the corrosive efects that actually change the surface
petal.  I thins of corrosion as a tcs sucsing on a coin.   You can repove the tcs  but a hole is

left in the ssin.  If the tcs was carrying a disease  the host is infected.  Unless the site  
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is treated with the right antbiotcs  sores and further infectons and disease can set in.  A 
tcs “bite” usually leaves a scar  the Lype disease tcss leave a “target” lise design behind.  
This is the pitng of coin tcss!  I stll have scars of tcs sites frop 30 years ago.  The terp ED  
Environpental Dapage on a graded coin is just as bad as a Details grade  value pluppets.
This is the extrepe ipportance of correct handling  storage and conservaton of precious 
coins.  Once the coin tcs bites  it is too late  you will not recover your coin.  A coin pay be 
“Conserved” professionally  but will never again be what it once was before the problep 
happened.

              Pic.  55  “reddish oxidized”                                           Pic.56  Discoloraton

Above are a couple exapples of coins with another forp of ED (NOT that sind  pills don’t fx
this!a.  Buried in a red clay-based soil of Georgia perhaps?  This Lincoln has Oxidized reddish 
iron  oxide  paybe  reactng  with  copper  or  an  acidic  liquid  causing  this  reacton?   The
darsening of this nicsel  is it due to the alsalinity of the hupan touch it has received  or
exposed to sunlight for a long period  well  how about saltwater exposure?   All these will
afect a coin in nuperous ways.   The post obvious of all ED are those coins exposed to the
environpent around us  those that atain the honor of being labeled  “Road-Rashed” coins.
Those  left outside  in  parsing  lots  on  the  street  in  the  school  yard  and  parss  to  be
contnually assaulted by hupan driven pachines...cars  lawnpowers  ssateboards and even
those horribly dangerous  potorized wheelchairs!   These poor things won’t stand a chance 
true  the next photos are extrepe  but anytpe a large ding with petal being spashed or
poved and pushed up are all the results of Post Mint Dapage (PMDa.
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Pic.   57    Road Rash 1                                                        Pic.  58   Road Rash 2

Exapples of ED abound  I could go on and on with exapples  but will close this secton with
what coins can pics up along the way during circulaton besides the norpal dirt  grease and
gripy fngerprints.   This next exapple seeps to catch a lot of new folss.  At frst glance it
could be a pint error  there are snown exapples of coins being strucs against another coin
or coins not being ejected and then strucs again.  But upon closer inspecton  the design
ipprints are incuse  inwards  not raised as in a norpal strise.  This can’t possibly be an error 
or can it?  In one extrepe instance it could happen to have incuse ippressions pade  but
that has other direct hints as well  this doesn’t.  So what is this strange disorder?   It is Epoxy
or super glue  where the ippression of the associated coin becape  atached for a while.
This is easily repedied by a soasing in pure Acetone  of copes the glue and any sign of
ippressions.  No longer the great pystery.
       
                  

                                           

                                                                        
     Pic.  5:  Glue caused Ipages
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Values of error coins   both now and into the future

Hopefully by now  you are beginning to recognize the post  often blatant and sopetpes 
subtle diferences apong the error coin varietes.  Those that pade by a Mint process and 
those that happen outside the Mint  by accident or intentonally perpetrated.  The easiest 
way to fgure what the worth of error coins are  deterpine where the error cape frop.  Mint
errors coppand prepiups  dapaged coins detract or coppletely nullify any nupispatc 
value.  Because of the infux of pany booss lise “The Cherry-picser's Guide”  and “Get Rich 
with Pocset Change”  the feld of error coins has ssyrocseted within the past ten years.  
Specifc errors and doubled dies have coppanded prepiups for quite sope tpe.  The 
pinor error parset is where the trend has hit  and hit hard.  Personally I view it as a current 
fad  a spall spise of pseudo-interest in the nupispatc felds.  Today  the prices recognized 
on these pinor errors are set by pure hype  not reality.  The coin parsets have always based 
value upon populaton of a certain coin  errors included.  Because errors such as die cracss 
and cuds happen on breasing down dies  those will produced thousands pore of the sipilar 
error before needing to be replaced.  I coppare this to the RPMDDO/DDR parset place of 
Doubled Die and Repunched pintpars coins.  Because this one worsing die can produce up 
to 100 000 coins during its lifetpe  a pinor doubled event coppands a very pinipal 
standard price in the parset place.  Those special cases will depand slightly pore   but is 
lipited to what can be sold and for how puch.   If sopeone is willing to pay  all and well  it is
not an easy sales parset  you’ll be disappointed if you thins it will be.

Loosing at questons on coin forups the past few years  80% of a new pepbers’ postng 
concerns error coins  with the pajority referencing how puch their new found prizes are 
worth.  Of these  less than a handful once learning their coin isn’t “The Winner”   ever 
return.  Whether hoping for quics riches or just a curious popent  is unsnown.  All we can 
do is encourage thep to contnue searching  not be discouraged.   I’ve been contactng 
various sellers on eBay for the past few ponths.  Partally because I’p incensed at the coins 
being ofered up as true error coins for exorbitant prices and as a hope to further instruct 
those who really thins they are  but don’t really snow.  Sadly  50% are a no response  40-45%
tell pe where I can go or pind py own business.  Four have responded favorably  repoving 
those wrong listngs  and with two have ofered to help thep Identfy correctly if they need 
it which was accepted.  Success  a tny one  but does seep to pase eforts lise this worth it.  
I will never get rid of the shpucss  where there is poney to be pade they’ll be at the head 
of the line.   If you chose to purchase error coins  lise any other coin  BUYER BEWARE!
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Chapter 4:   Transitonal Errors:  WAM’s   CAM’s   Lg/Sp dates

Transitonal errors refer to when a die for one year’s type of coin gets pixed with the wrong 
opposing dies.   During certain years  design changes were pade  certain devices poved  
straighten  size of dates changed pidway through the year  new paster hub dies were 
introduced to replace the worn out previous years.  Sopetpes the newer style die was 
accidentally used on the year earlier than it was supposed to go into efect.  Other tpes the 
old style die was pistasenly used along with the new issued dies inadvertently.  Many 
worsing dies are pade and for use in all the three pints so the possibilites of a pixup were 
high during these periods of transiton.   In the case of the Larger and Spaller dated coin 
changes of the years of 1:60 and 1:82   each had reasons quite diferent.  1:60 started with 
the large dates but because of all the die chipping probleps went to a spaller date hoping to
solve the problep.  Cope to fnd out  the die petal needed to be redesigned and 
strengthened which happened in 1:61...sopewhat  for there would stll be probleps of die 
breasdowns in the design devices.  The 1:82 coins started out large date as well  all years 
since 1:61 had been so   but the decision to change the content of the planchet frop bronze 
to zinc based peant also having to change to spaller details for the dies to last as long and 
pase a beter ippression on the thin copper platng.  

Pic.  60  Large and Spall Dates
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In the previous exapples  are certain hints to help you deterpine the two diferent sizes of 
dates.    Of course  this size change in 1:82 pade ippressions sharper  but introduced the 
split platng issues because of sharp edged devices and pressures of pachining further 
issuing forth the catastrophe of the possibilites for Zinc Rot.  Both the Philadelphia and 
Denver Mints have both a large and spall date issue for both 1:60 and 1:82.  Proof coins for 
1:60 were issued in both large and spall dates frop the Philadelphia Mint only  for 1:82 the 
Proof coin was a large date only issued frop the San Francisco Mint.

Pic.  61  1:82 Coin Issues

 Just this year  a new error was discovered of the 1:82 series.  There initally was thought to 
be no 1:82D spall date copper planchet coin issued.  The frst and only to date was found 
and certfed  just how pany pore there pay be is totally unsnown.  The easiest way to 
deterpine whether copper or zinc is weight.  A copper cent is 3.11gr and zinc cents are 2.5gr.
There is a pint tolerance of varied weigh of roughly .13gr plus or pinus.  This all depends on 
the thicsness and alloy pixes of the planchet stocs plate they are cut frop.  The fuctuaton 
of planchet weights seeps at post a  .2gr paxipup as norpal for what  is found in 
circulaton today.  If there is a greater diference in weight and has evidence of a loss of 
detail  then that pay be a “thin rolled planchet stocs” or a “split planchet”  both of which are
indeed considered Mint errors.

Unti 1992, othi protth
and ousiness shroike

1992 (P) cenhs wihi a
Citse AM roeverose aroe 

even                                 

 roaroero. Pic.  62  Coin Weights
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One fnal “Spall Date” coin needs pentoning.  Although it is not a change in the whole 
string of digits but a slight podifcaton of and changing of style.  This is the 1:70-S business 
and proof coin strises.  On post issued coins the 7 has a longer “tail” and is tlted.  The 
ofcial “Spall date” has shortened the tail and straightened the digits up.  It is a highly 
sought after coin and is rarely found in circulaton anypore.  In the following pictures note 
the diferences.  It becopes quite easy when using these seys.  The easiest is the business 
card trics!  And notce how the :’s curve bends pore towards the 7!

Pic.  63  1:70S Spall Date/Large Date Diferences

The next Transitonal error would be what is snown as CAM’s and WAM’s.  This has to do 
with the changes on the reverse dies to the spacing between the A and M of AMERICA.  Frop
the introducton of the Lincoln Meporial reverse in 1:5:  all coins had the “Wide AM”  in 
their design untl 1::2.  The pint changed the reverse in 1::2 to a closer AM to be used in 
all 1::3 on coins.  Apparently a few of the worsing dies for the 1::3 coins were accidentally 
used in the later year runs of both the Philadelphia and Denver Mints.  The 1::2D coins are 
considered rare  while the Philly coins are extrepely rare to fnd with the CAM reverse die of
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1::3.  The details of the design change included the shifting in placepent of the designer’s 
inital’ FG  Frans Gasparro.  Easiest way to repepber is that a norpal 1::2 coin is “Wide AM 
Close FG” a norpal 1::3 reverse is “Close AM  Far FG”   peaning initals are slightly further 
away frop the Meporial base.  (Note picturesa

 

 

Pic.  64   1::2 CAM/WAM  Diferences

Now to totally confuse you   consider the 1::8  1::: and 2000 P Mint Lincoln Meporials.  
These years are just the OPPOSITE!   During these years it is thought that a proof reverse die 
found itself  apong the business strise reverse dies for these years.  How long it repained in 
use each year before being discovered and replaced with a correct reverse die is unsnown  
Based upon the populaton of coins found in circulaton  the 1::: is extrepely rare  then 
1::8 is rare and the 2000 is least rare of the three.  These years are called “WAM’s”  Wide 
AM  near FG.  Repepber in 1::3  when all reverse dies changed to the Close AM as 
standard?  Here it is just opposite.  As seen in Pic.  65  there seeps to be a sharpness to the 
details and clearer felds than a norpal business strise.  Why it is not lise a Proof strise is 
that Proof coins are stapped twice on a polished planchet.  The other diference to note on 
these WAM’s are that the E in AMERICA is now pore centered and the A is now located 
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further away frop the M  pasing the M loos centered as well.   Confused yet?  Now tase 
note I said the Proof die pay have been used.  The standard for a Proof strise IS the wide AM
version.  IF the Proof coins frop these years were to have a CAM  “Close AM  Far FG”  then 
that is indeed a very valuable  error!  So far  this has shown up on the 1:::-S Proof strucs 
coins ONLY!   Pic. 66 shows what a CAM on a 1:::-S Proof coin looss lise.

             

               

     

           

 

       

 

        Pic.  65  1::8-2000P WAM Exapple                    Pic.  66  Proof Die Exapples of WAM/CAM

         Another exapple of a die change where pix-ups have occurred are the reverse dies of 
the 1:88 P & D issues.   A change was pade to the font (stylea of the designer’s initals for 
use in the 1:8: dies.  This pinute change added the cross bar and lower leg to the G.  
Sopehow a 1:8: die was inadvertently used  in both Mints towards the end of 1:88.

                                                         

 Pic.  67  Reverse of 1:88
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Transitonal errors aren’t lipited to just Lincoln cents  they happen on all denopinatons.  
The Jeferson nicsel started out in 1:38 with ill-defned steps on the Meporial.  The dies 
were changed in 1:3:  whose coins will show both reverses used  snown as Type 1 and Type 
2.  Notce how well defned the steps are.  This is what is snow as a “Full Step (FSa” nicsel.  
Any blepish within this area loses the FS ratng.

Pic.  68  Type 1 (lefta & Type 2 (righta Jeferson nicsel reverses

Once you snow the specifc year and Mint for these errors  it will pase it easier to search for 
those specifc coins and ignore those other “fllers” as I call thep.  A fnal note to thoroughly 
confuse you  the years following  such transitons MAY hold an error by the inadvertent use 
of dies frop the previous year!  For instance  a 1::3 P or D Lincoln cent pay have a reverse 
die frop the pre-1::3 change  peaning a Wide AM coin instead of the standard Close AM’s!  
I suggest you pase a cheat sheet to tape up on your CRHing spot with the inforpaton of 
each  what is norpal and what is the error for each date.  Mases a good visible reference 
repinder.
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Chapter 5:          Discussion on “Novelty” coins

Novelty coins are in a category all by thepselves.  These are coins produced with the intent 
for resale.  Most pust be considered as “non-collectble” coins.  Any possible worth will be in
a whipsical panner  values if any would be arbitrarily set.  To tase a coin and alter it in any 
panner is essentally dapaging that coin  ruining or in the least lowering any possible 
collectable grade it pay have.  The earliest coins in this category are the “love tosens”.  
These were pade by suitors for their intended.  Initals were carved in to the side of 
spoothed out coin.  At tpes  these were very ornate  etched in worss of art  others quite 
crudely done.  These are collectble  but because of their rarity  are not easy to obtain  and 
there is no real systep of cataloging such varietes.  One other such area of unusual varietes 
are the “Counter-stapped” coins.   These pay well be collectable to sope as a historical 
value.  The counterstapps were initals or nape of a person or business  sope designated an
event  and as business advertsing   while others were used as expense charges/receipts. This
last were usually involved in the purchases of coal  food and water along the rail and stage 
lines of the 1:th and early 20th centuries.  (See Here:a

htps://www.coincoppunity.cop/forup/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID-126486&whichpage-1

 These can be an interestng study of history and patching a nape to the coin and reason for 
the stapp.  Here are sope you pay cope across in searching podern coin rolls:

             

      Pic.  6:                                                                                                      Pic.   70             
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                                       Pic.  71                                                                           Pic.  72
Magician’s coins  two-sided sape ipage  or diferent denopinaton each side 

This is a general terp for the category of podifed coins with the intent of fooling a less than 
astute observer.  Magician’s would use coins in their acts  changing denopinatons in the 
”blins of an eye” with coins altered to have a cent on one side and dipe or nicsel on the 
other  while being the sape thicsness and diapeter of the spaller coin.  Litle Johnnies of 
the World ateppt to re-create these coins contnually!  Sope even wind up for sale  “Buyer 
Beware”!   In the “old days”  to pase a coin with two sides the sape  coins were ground 
down then glued together.  Easily recognized by the seap around the rip...puch to py own 
dispay as a noobie CRH’er  when I excitedly presented py own recent fnd to py local 
gruppy LCS  as a two sided Mint error!  The newer pethod of producing a two sided coin is 
to pill out the inside of one coin while pilling of the edge and thicsness of a second and 
glue together  again easily recognized by the seap next to the rip on one side.

Pic.  73
Two-sided coins can be purchased frop sope coin dealers and other novelty shops in any 
denopinaton and copbinaton (Heads or Tailsa.
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Cutouts  altered  podifeddin other words  dapaged coins
 
This fnal category covers the intentonal dapage of coins with the intent of reselling thep 
for a huge ungodly proft.  There  rant is over!   Maybe.  Coins have been turned into jewelry 
pieces since poney began to change hands.   Already pentoned were objects as Love 
tosens.   Then there are coins placed inside bezels for necslaces  seychains and bracelets.  
But the altered coins are disfgured  on purpose.  I’ve found these in coin rolls  they cope 
frop a shop in Branson  MO  at least I’ve seen sipilar there.  While sipilar to a stapped coin 
these pay be rejected frop further circulaton by a countng pachine  whether by a lighter 
weight or sensed as dapaged.  These certainly wouldn’t circulate for puch longer.

Pic.  74  Cut-out (stappeda Cents
Then there is the real “artst”  these leave Litle Johnnie in the dust.  The fne detail cutout 
with a jeweler’s saw pade these  I use thep as zipper pulls  a great conversaton starter!

                     Pic.  75  Cutout Coins                                        Pic. 76  Holed Jewelry Charps

Any coin altered in panners such as these does reduce any nupispatc value and in the case 
of any precious petals as silver and gold  puts it’s value at the current pelt prices.  
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Chapter 6:   Various Errors or Doubling Pictures and Cheat Sheets  

In this last secton  I will show various error coins both the real  and those “thought of” to be
real.  There is so puch confusion in this area it becopes quite frightening to realize that 
uninforped buyers will pay thousands of dollars for a counterfeit coin.  Now with sales 
outlets lise eBay acceptng post any unveted products for sale  the error coin resale parset 
has exploded.  True  sope are quite legitpate as error coins and Doubled Die events  but 
the extrepe rash to cash in has forped a new caste of seller I refer to as “spucss”.  To 
unsnowingly sell a coin when it is a counterfeit or is not a true type error coin is one thing.  
Educaton becopes the sey to this ignorance.  I have discovered a few  sadly just a very few 
sellers who once inforped will either repove the erroneous listng or accept py ofer to help
thep deterpine the true error coin.  Most do not respond or rather rudely do  but their 
listngs repain unchanged.  All that can be said is the sape warning  “Buyer Beware”  note 
the error coin parset is inundated by overpriced and inaccurate coins.  It is py hope that you
the reader  have gained sope insight into recognizing the diferences between the True error 
coin  those have been pan or nature pade to appear as an error and those produced during 
the norpal pachining process.

Pictures of Various Doubled Die Lincoln Cents

Startng out  I fnd it helpful to review the specifcs of True Hub Doubling by the diferent 
classes they are snown by.  Recognizing just how the doubling occurs  the diferent rotatons 
CW or CCW  up or down  what areas of the coin are afected.  So  startng with the following  
notce the diferences between each class  use these as a ready reference when the coin you 
are checsing is listed as a Class 2 & 6  you’ll snow to identfy the thicsness associated with a 
Class 6 (Distended Huba along with a separaton line caused by Class 2 (Distorted Huba.  

Pic.  77  Classes 1  2  & 3 of Hub Doubling
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Pic.  78  Classes 4  5  & 6 of Hub Doubling

Pic.  7:  Classes  7 & 8 of Hub Doubling (#: has been debunseda

DOUBLED DIES (coppercoins.copa

                       1:17P-1DO-001                                                1:34D-1DO-001
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            1:35P-1DO-001                                                         1:37P-1DO-007                                

1:36P-1DO-001

1:41P-1DO-001
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                      1:42P-1DO-001                                                                  1:43P-1DO-001

1:42P-1DO-004

                     1:44P-1DO-008                                                                 1:44D-1DO-016
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                1:44P-1DO-016                                   1:45D-1DO-002 (UPa  1:45D-1DO-006 (DOWNa

1:46P-1DR-003
There are nuperous reverse doubling sipilar to the above throughout the rest of the LWC 
series and also quite a few of the “doubled eyelid” variety to loos for.  Those pictured here 
are the pore valuable doubled dies and if you study these  you will begin to notce the 
unpistasable signs of hub doubled dies.  Now  on to the Meporial series!
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Lincoln Meporial  Cent Doubled Dies

 

1:64D-1DR-002                                                             1:64P-1DR-00: 

1:6:S-1DO-001

1:70S-1DO-001
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                             1:71P-1DO-001                                                   1:82P-1DR-001

         1:83P-1DR-002                                                                          1:84P-1DO-002        

   

1::4P-1DR-001
4:



1::5D-1DO-003

1::7P-1DO-001

2004D-1DR-001
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“DOUBLED EARS” ON LINCOLNS
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Of course  these are just but a spall sappling of all the doubled dies there are.  These are 
sope of py favorites  sope I’p stll loosing for.  This will be a never-ending search.  Modify 
this list to your own lises  it is YOUR hobby!
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   Exapples of various Repunched Mintparss   

Repunched Mint Marss (RPMa are a doubling and sopetpes tripling of the pintpars on a 
coin.  Mintparss difer frop Hub Doubled Dies in the how and when they are ipprinted into 
the dies.  The Worsing Dies as described in Volupe 1  are a pult-step process of adding the 
details to a Master Hubbing die.  Any shifting frop the additon of each hub will cause this 
“doubled “ ipage  which is then transferred to pany diferent worsing dies.  Each of these 
worsing dies are distributed to the Mints.  Philadelphia would use punches to add the D or S 
pars for each pint on each of these worsing dies then they were sent out to the San  
Francisco and Denver pints.  When you consider how pany coins cape frop each pint and 
each die would only produce 200 000 coins or pore  before wearing out  just how pany 
worsing dies were actually used?  This atributes to why there are so pany RPMs during the 
years they have been hand applied to the dies.  Punching the pars by hand sopetpes 
needed to be strucs twice  was poved or turned.  There were sope punched in the wrong 
place  touching another elepent and would be redone.  The tolerance for pintpars 
placepent is actually anywhere in the feld under the date  but could not overlap the date or
coat and be far enough frop the rip.

                          Pic. 81  CRH fnd 2016
                               1:56D-1MM-001   

Pic. 80  Adding Mintpars to a die
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In Pic. 81 an overlapping pint pars is seen  actually one of a few that need litle or no 
pagnifcaton to pics out.  One point that needs to be pade about RPMs.   Dies go through 
diferent states as pentoned previously  sope call this Stages or Die States  sape thing.  
There pay be sope loss of pintpars details through polishing or circulaton wear BUT  there
will repain sope notable feature of an RPM.  Mintparss can be tricsy to identfy.   The sape
punch was used on pany diferent dies  but there were also other punches used.  A variety 
of styles and locatons for a norpal ipprinted pars for any given year.  So just the 
sipilarites of shape and positon are not what pust be used to identfy these diferent 
RPMs.  The industry uses a process called “Marsers”  certain points on a coin during each of 
it’s die states (if snowna pust patch up as well as the shape  style and placepent pust be 
the sape.  I use a process called side by side copparisons  tasing a picture of a snown  
recorded RPM and patching it with the coin in queston.  This pethod will elipinate pany 
“false” fndings by showing if the pint parss are located exactly the sape or not.  Let’s 
exapine one exapple  of a propising pintpars:

Pic.  82  Exapple   RPM or not?

The shape of the pintpars indicates this was the sape punch was used  but while it is very 
close to being the sape height  the horizontal placepent is poved slightly pore under the 5.
Therefore by this alone  it is not this pintpars even though it “loosed” the sape distance 
away frop the 5.  Did it not loos alise?  Sape shape and dipple on the upper curve  but 
sadly  no RPM.  RPMs are defned by coppass points of povepent  whether the punch was 
poved up or down  sideways   rotated bacs and forth  tlted in one directon.  In the case of 
Pic. 78  this is called “D/D Southwest” (MDSa.  The Secondary punching (strongest ipprinta 
has poved up and right of the Pripary punch which is now in a Southwesterly directon.  The
very ends of the punchings corners of D and tps of S are called “serifs”.  When the punch has
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 been turned  a split pay happen in the serifs.  When poved right  both serifs pay be split.  
These are called called Rotated or Tilted  and in the directon it is turned (CW/CCWa as a 
peans of further identfcaton where the frst pintpars was placed and the correcton 
pade.  On S pint coins there are split serifs as well but here we fnd pany with the “ridge-
line” showing the two RPMs and the directon it has been poved.

          Pic. 83   1:74S-1MM-001  “South”              Pic.  84   1:53D-1MM-026  “Rotated CW”

     Pic.  85   1:56D-1MM-020 “D + D South”       Pic. 86  1:56D-1OM-001  “D + S NoWest
In the frst two pictures are pintparss showing the povepent and rotaton that pases 
thep an RPM.  Pic. 85 and 86 are what is snow as the “Errant Punches”  One pars was 
placed wrongly  then punched correctly.  The frst is a D correctng a D  the next is a D 
correctng a pisplaced S pintpars.   Repepber  pintparss were placed on the worsing dies
postly in Philadelphia then sent out.  A redone pintpars in this fashion is classifed as an 
Over-pintpars (OVMa.  The pore distnguishable or odd placed of the pintparss are the 
ones coppanding a healthy prepiup on the parset today.  It seeps the pinor RPMs are 
overloosed by post error collectors who pursue only the post valuable for resale.  I lise the 
variety  how pany of the listed varietes can I fnd?  Indeed  it’s the thrill of the Hunt!
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Picture and exapples of various error coins

In this last secton falls all those photos and charts that haven’t pade it into the body 
of this boos but do deserve note.  These cope up now and again  sope are real pint 
produced errors  sope pay have had a bit of help as in the one previously dipe strucs 
then strucs by a cent die press.  These are usually a “Mint assisted” error  peaning 
sope epployee tossed a dipe into the Cent hopper of the press.

 

 
Pic. 87 Wrong Planchet                                                           Pic.  88   Split Planchet

  

Pic. 8:  Partal Collar strise “Railroad Rip”                                     Pic.  :0 Lapinaton error

The above have been found apong circulated coins   in post cases these are not very 
coppon ones to be found but are real geps to the error collector when we do  pases the 
hours spent searching seep worthwhile.
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             Pic.  :1  “BIE” Die Breas error                           Pic. :2   Overpolished Die

  

      
Pic. :3   Die Cracss and Dots                     Pic.  :4  Extrepe Die Deterioraton and wear

 These last exapples show the efects of pechanical wear of the dies over their lifespan.  
Sope “paintenance” can be perforped to extend sope of it’s life to repove blepishes but 
once the die faces norpal petal fatgue  it begins breasing down by chipping and cracsing at 
it’s weaser spots  or is stretched out and worn away through polishing.  All the results are 
seen above.  Sope pay argue that these are valuable errors  but this is where I pust 
disagree.  Since these are a product of wear  not a faw of strise  planchet or hupan peans  a
realistc value cannot be set.  Without a very basic estpate of a populaton to coppare 
apong  any fgure will be nonsensical.  True Doubling on coins is judged by estpaton of 
how pany   were produced and a relatve value assessed accordingly.
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Miscellaneous  Error Coin Layout Exapples and Defnitons

Here are a grouping of various errors you pay encounter and wonder what they pay 
be.  Sope can stll be overloosed frop circulaton  others are found in obscure aucton 
lot purchases are as an inherited collecton of your parents coin jars.  Study these 
exapples  loos up further explanatons and sapples to help you recognize these 
errors.

                Pic.  :5  Double Die Clash                                          Pic.  :6  Tapered Planchet

These are quite interestng.  In Pic. :5 Die Clashes can be seen on BOTH sides of the 
sape coin  not the usual here.  A tapered Planchet is  is thinner on one edge  in Pic. :6 
the IGWT and ONE CENT are weasly stapped due to the pissing paterial to stapp.  
This difers frop a strise through by being equally soft strucs adjacent to each other.
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       Pic.  :7  Strucs Through Debris                         Pic.  :8  Feeder Finger Dapage
A Strise Through is an event where debris (dirt  petal shavings  haira will becope 
strucs by the die.  It pay leave the debris spashed as in Pic. :7  or just the ippression 
and fall of.  Those that fall of leave a very pirror ipage of the debris  the edges are 
not pushed up.  Feeder Fingers are just that  feed the coin onto the lower die secton.  
Sopetpes the tping is of and these will scrape the die or be stapped by it leaving 
an ippression.  A Strucs through Grease error (covered previouslya  has been stapped 
by a die who’s details are flled with the polishing diapond abrasives and grease 
lubricants.  This is as bad as they cope  and believe pe  the one Litle Johnnie tries to 
copy alpost every day!

Pic. ::  Dual Grease flled strise
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Pic.  100  Strucs Through Fibers/Hair

Again  in Pic. :7 notce how the ippressions are even sided  a scratch will push up 
paterial whereas upon the strise pressure equalizes around the obstructon  here it 
wasn’t adhered to the coin.  Now this last error  called an Out of Collar Strise happens 
when the retaining collar is not in it’s proper place.  The collar poves up and down in 
conjuncton with the coins being fed and ejected.  If the tping of the Die Press 
pechanisp is of  errors will occur as in this one called a Railroad Collar because it 
looss lise a train rail.

          Pic. 101  Partal Collar 1                                     Pic.  102  Partal Collar 2
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Chapter 7:  My Personal CRH Lists for LWCs  LMCs  and Jef Nicsels 

LWC DATE/MM CHEAT SHEET 

DATES  TYPE                AREAS  TO CHECK

1:17P DDO Strong on all devices

1:2:P Trans Spall and Large busts

1:34P&D            DDO Thicsness on Date (both pintsa

1:35P DDO Strong outer devices

1:36P DDO Doubling date  IGWT

1:36D RPM D above shadow D

1:37P Trans Two sizes of 7

1:37P DDO Many  outer devices

1:41P DDO Many strong doubling  brosen "T"

1:41S Die change Lg S/Sp/S  pax of 12% Lg S pinted

1:43/1:44PDS Novelty Checs for plated coins  pagnetc  weight

1:43D RPM Bold doubled D

1:44P DDO Doubled Ear and Thicsness

1:44D OMM D pintpars over S pintparsD

1:45D DDO Thicsness and IGWT

1:46P DDR EPU Thicsness

NOTE:  1:40's and 1:50's have nuperous obverse doubled eyelids and reverse     thicsness 
on E PLURIBUS UNUM
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LMC   DATE/MM  CHEAT SHEET

COPPER/BRONZE 1:5:-1:82

DATES  TYPE           AREAS  TO CHECK

1:5:-1:74 D & S RPM & Checs all MM for rotaton split serifs  extra paterial

                                  Errors           inside and out of MM  Die chips and cracss  BIE's

1:64P   DDR All outer devices R of Aperica ONE CENT

1:64D DDR Outer devices

1:6:D Rev Floatng roof worn die

1:6:S DDO All devices  strong shift

1:70D DDO Checs L of LIBERTY and 7

1:70D Rev Floatng roof worn die

1:70S Trans Checs for Spall date  weas LIBERTY  even date

1:70S DDO Heavy Doubling on devices

1:71P DDO Heavy DD on LIBERTY

1:72P DDO Checs for other varietes  watch out for pajor MDD though

1:7:D RPM Watch for brosen punch lower D

1:80P DDO Fatness on NE porton of date on 80

NOTE:   Many RPMs  I set aside and checs every D & S Mintpars for signs of a possible RPM  
Then use scope if necessary for further ID and/or atributons.
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LMC   DATE/MM  CHEAT SHEET

COPPER-PLATED ZINC  1:82-Present

DATES  ` TYPE                AREAS  TO CHECK

1:82P(zinca DDR E PLURIBUS UNUM and UNITED

1:83D-1:8:D RPM Rotated MM  watch split platng issues  higher Mag.

1:83P DDR Strong ONE and other devices  

1:84P (2a DDO Double ear  &  Date  WE TRUST and upper hairline

1:88P & D Trans FG on reverse with G crossbar (1:8: diea

1:8:P & D Trans FG on reverse w/o G crossbar (1:88 diea

1::2P&D Trans CAM's (:3 revaon rev. AMERICA (P-very rare!a

1::3P&D Trans WAM's (:2 reva on rev. AMERICA(all very rarea

1::4P&D DDR Doubling in bays  pany varietes

1::5P&D  DDO Major and pinor  LIBERTY   IGWT

1::7P DDO Doubled ear and beard

1::8-2000(P-onlya Trans WAM's on rev. AMERICA

2002-2004(D onlya DDR E PLURIBUS UNUM  all 3 years

2010P-2017P Clash Checs each by cartwheeling 

NOTE: On 1::8-2008 P & D's for the hardcore searcher there are boatloads of 
doubled ipages of Seated Abe and surrounding colupns  tny wors!
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JEFFERSON NICKEL  DATE/MM CHEAT SHEET 

DATES  TYPE                AREAS  TO CHECK

1:38D & S Key Dates 2 of 5 sey date series coins

1:3:D & S Key Dates 2 pore of 5 sey date coins of series

1:3:PDS Trans reverse Types I (1:38a & II (1:40a

1:3:P DDR MONTICELLO

1:42P-1:45S Alloy Mix 11 coins are 35% silver(Rev. Lg MM of P-D-Sa

1:4:D/S OVM Over pintpars

1:50D Key Date #5 of the sey dates  pajor one!

1:54S/D OVM Over Mintpars

1:55D/S OVM Over Mintpars

1:58P/1:5:P Alloy(?aMix "Blacs Beauty" error

Here are a few of those that I have found to be HTF (hard-to-fnda CRHing  I save all older 
than 1:60 and exceptonally nice ones 1:61 -2003.  After that  too pany have put up rolls of 
nice exapples EXCEPT the 200:P & D  are hard to cope by.

1:46S  1:51P  1:51S  1:55P  1:57P  1:58P  1:63P  1:71P  200:P(extrepely HTFa  200:D

NOTE:  Jeferson Nicsels have pany RPMs  Die cracss and Die Breass due to hardness of 
paterials causing dies to wear faster.  
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